Comment on Vaknine, R. and Lorenz, W.J. Lateral filtering of medical ultrasonic B-scans before image generation.
In a recent paper, Vaknine and Lorenz discuss the merits of lateral deconvolution of demodulated B-scans. While this technique will decrease the lateral blurring of single discrete targets, such as the diaphragm in their figure 3, it is inappropriate to apply the method to the echoes arising from inhomogeneous structures such as soft tissue. In this latter case, the echoes from individual scatterers within the resolution cell of the transducer interfere to give random fluctuations in received echo amplitude termed speckle. Although his process can be modeled as a linear convolution similar to that of conventional image formation theory, the process of demodulation is a nonlinear process which loses the all-important phase information, and prevents the subsequent restoration of the image by Wiener filtering, itself a linear process.